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About This Game

Emporium is a short interactive vignette. Exploring notions of escapism, loss and a fragmented sense of self in the wake of a
personal tragedy.

These pockets of dissonant clarity are a vain effort to find beauty, poetry and reason in one's bleakest and most desperate
moments.

Emporium is a small game lasting roughly 30 to 45 minutes. It has a minimal approach to game play, focusing on visuals and
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audio to build a visceral experience with sporadic dialogue choices leading the narrative.
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Title: EMPORIUM
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tom Kitchen
Publisher:
Tom Kitchen
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 645 OEM or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not Recommended for Intel integrated graphics cards.

English
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A game, that pertains to sperm. This game figuratively blows my load. Not a lot to this game but I did get a good laugh out of it.
So if you're one of those mature adults you should look elsewhere.. Dev post: Hey sorry we never made multiplayer or even
finished the story but we're going to finish the game as paid DLC now...after we finish the next game we make while this one's
still unfinished which we hope will make us enough money to pour it back into this game even though now nobody trusts us.

Seriously.
(Not even joking)

The shame of it all, the most infuriating thing, is that it's a great survival 1\/2 game, like Terraria but so much better looking and
exciting. Absolute shame to see this much potential squandered.. I just about painted my ♥♥♥♥ing walls white as I was playing
this.
Great game but beware of the massive chubbie you'll endure while playing,

6/9. The game is easy to get into and fun right from the start. No need to wait until wave 50 to actually have a challange, it starts
right from the first wave. On my first go I made it to Wave 3, finally made it to Wave 20 after quite a few tries over an hour.
The building mechanic is nice and simple so that you can have a simple defense that as you learn the game becomes more
sophisticated with upgrades.
If you're looking for a nice little game that you can pick up during a spare 5 min or jump on with friends all night, you cant go
wrong (especially given the price)! It's worth way more than $2.
. The software isn't even launching for me please have a look and fix it.. It may be a TF2-Ripoff, but it manages to be different
enough to not actually be a TF2 ripoff. i love this game. $2.99. Fired it up just to check it out, thought i would do other stuff.
Three and a half hours later I write this. Even if I didn't play it ever again, it would be far more worth while than the $12 or so
for the average two to three hour yawn fest movie. Much more entertainment dollar value to be found here for sure.
It's pixely space shooty physics fun.
You should buy this.. Its great game with big potential. The problem is that is abandonded by devs (they dont respong for any
form of comunication). Its free, so if you want to play, go for it and have some fun, but DONT spend any money in it !!! No
point to support devs as they dont care about this game anymore.

Its a shame to loose so great and nice game :(

Everyone who think that game should be removed from steam should report it (hope so it will work) or there is any other way to
get rid of companies like this?

NO MORE RIP OFF.. Sorry I thought I was paying for shampoo she's using... Cause that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
doing wonders for her!
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Big Action Mega Fight is a brawler/beat ’em up that was originally made for smart phone devices, and it shows, but should be
given a chance. The short story is that it’s actually pretty good, and I can recommend the pickup, though there are some design
decisions that were made for the smart phone that don’t translate well on PC.

The combat is pretty good; it has a Guacamelee feel with the throwing of units into other units, while mixing it up with some
power-ups that include magical uppercuts, spin to win and more. The problem comes from the level design, levels are incredibly
short (1—2minutes) and this at times leaves you feeling unsatisfied at times.

The game has some RPG elements, at the end of levels you collect money and you can use it to upgrade your brawler. Very
basic stuff, increase HP, increase dmg, increase skill damage, it seems pretty balanced for the PC version, I never felt I had to
‘grind’ to get any levels up. One of the poorer elements copied over from the smart phone is how you choose your abilities. You
are only allowed one awesome ability per a level, but instead of choosing what you want it goes to a random roll system, now
you can reroll it but it cost you money, money that can (and should) be used to upgrade your character.

Now it may sound like I’m bashing the game a lot, but really I had a lot of fun with the game. It has funny pop culture humour, a
nice looking art style, solid gameplay and good replay value through a score system. It’s just a shame there’s small things, which
were obviously intended for smart phone that don’t translate well to PC. It’s a great first PC game for ‘Double Stallion Games’,
and hopefully we see them bring more titles catered towards PC gamers.

Gameplay, about half an hour in - https://youtu.be/48lJLKLtnD0. It's definitely one of the better RPG-Maker games on steam;
that doesn't take itself all that seriously one might add.
Still the characters and their sometimes a little crazy interactions with each other have a certain charm to them and the battle
system shows that there's been put some thought into it.
I'd advise frequent saving though, as the game crashed on me a few times.
For the low price you should definitely check this one out, if you like RPG-Maker games at all.. worst game ever -__-.
Interesting little VR horror experience. For some reason my game launched without sound initially, but restarting it fixed the
issue. Recommended if you're looking to burn a few minutes in VR.. rather short, yet amazing and challenging platformer.
Also the music's pretty good.. I enjoyed playing this game so much that I finished it in only 2 sittings. It has a very charming
style that keeps you cemented in your seat. It's a very casual game but it has a way of motivating you to go further. It reminds
me of the days when I played Farmville for some reason. Anyway, this is one simulation\/management game that you don't want
to miss!
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